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S U M M A R Y

A DIGHEM survey of 20 line-miles was flown for 

P. Tagliamonte and J. A. Fedora during September T 1973, 

in Guibord and Cook Townships, Ontario. Pour EM anomalies 

were obtained, all of which are of the first (or lowest) 

grade. They are likely to be surface effects, as 

indicated by the interpretation on the EM map.



INTRODUCTION

A DIGHEM survey of 20 line-miles was flown for 

F. Tagliamonte and J. A. Fedora on September 13th, 1973, 

in Guibord and Cook Townships, Ontari6 (Figure 1). This 

includes 8 line-miles of flight-line extensions which were 

flown at no charge. The analog equipment recorded six 

channels of EM data at 918 hz. and one of magnetics and 

radaraltitude. Two of the EM channels provided deep 

exploration through the exceptionally low noise level of 

2 ppm. The other four channels yielded a resolution of 

approximately 100 feet on the ground because of the fast 

response time. The digital equipment recorded the magnetic 

field to an accuracy of one gamma.

The Appendix provides details on the analog data 

channels, their respective noise levels, and the data*

reduction procedure. The quoted noise levels, including 

the 2 ppm level of the deep exploration channels, are 

generally valid for wind speeds up to 20 mph. Higher
*

winds may cause the system to be grounded because 

excessive, bird swinging produces control difficulties in 

piloting the helicopter. The swinging results from the 

50 square feo^t of cxrea which is presented by the bird to 

broadside gusts. The DIGHEM system nevertheless can be 

flown under wind conditions that seriously degrade other 

AEM systems.
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LOCATION MA?
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Scale : 3 miles to 1 inch

FIGURE I. The survey area.
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The survey was flown at a line spacing of 1/8 and 1/10 

mile, using the Fairchild-Hiller FH-1100 jet helicopter 

CF-DAfr. with an average EM jpifrd height of J^IO feet and 

airspeed of 65 mph. Ancillary equipment consisted of a 

Barringer Research Limited AM-104 magnetometer with its 

at an average height of }?n feet, a

altimeter. Spar MK VII sequence camera. 60 hz

MFE 8-channel hot pen analog recorder, and a geometrics 

G-70^ digital data acquisition system with a Facit 4070 

punch paper tape recorder.

DATA PRESENTATION 

Electromagnetics

The EM anomalies were interpreted by computer 

according to the conductivity-thickness product in mhos 

of an oblique-striking vertical dike model. DIGHEM anomalies 

are divided into six grades of conductivity-thickness product,

as shown in Table I. This product in mhos is the reciprocali

of resistance in ohms. The mho is a measure of conductance, 

and is a geological parameter. Most swamps yield grade l 

anomalies but highly conducting clays can give grade 2 

anomalies. The three-dimensional anomaly shapes often allow 

surface conductors to be recognized, and these are indicated 

by the letter S on the map. The remaining grade l and 2 

anomalies could -be weak bedrock conductors. The higher 

grades indicate increasingly higher conductances. Examples: 

the ore bodies of the Magusi River camp (Noranda, Quebec)
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yield grade 4 anomalies, while Mattabi (Sturgeon Lake, 

Ontario) and Whistle (Sudbury, Ontario) give grade 5. 

Graphite and sulphides can span all grades but, in any 

particular survey area, field work may show that the 

different grades indicate different types of conductors,

TABLE I. EM Anomaly Grades

l

Anomaly Grade

6
5
4
3
2
1

Mho

^
50
20
10
5
^

Range

100
- 99
- 49
- 19

9
4

Strong conductors (i.e., grades 5 and 6) are 

characteristic of massive sulphides or graphite. Moderate 

conductors (grades 3 and 4) typically reflect sulphides 

of a less massive character or graphite, while weak 

bedrock conductors (grades l and 2) can signify poorly 

connected graphite or heavily disseminated sulphides. 

Grade l conductors may not respond to ground EM equipment 

using frequencies less than 2000 hz.

The presence of sphalerite or gangue can result 

in ore deposits having weak to moderate conductivity- 

thickness products. As an example, the three million 

ton lead-zinc deposit of Restigouche Mining Corporation

. . 4
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t
near Bathurst, New Brunswick, yielded a well-defined grade 

l conductor. The 10 percent by volume of sphalerite occurs 

as a coating around the fine-grained massive pyrite, 

thereby inhibiting electrical conduction..

The mho value is a geological parameter because 

it is a characteristic of the conductor alone. It generally 

is independent of frequency, and of flying height or depth 

of burial apart from the averaging over a greater portion 

of the conductor as height increases. Small anomalies 

from deeply buried strong conductors are not confused with 

small anomalies from shallow weak conductors because the 

former will have larger mho values.

On the DIGHEM map, the actual mho value and a letter 

are plotted beside the EM grade symbol. The letter is the 

anomaly identifier. The'horizontal rows of dots, beside each 

anomaly symbol, indicate anomaly amplitude on the flight 

record. The vertical column of dots gives the estimated 

depth. In areas where anomalies are crowded, the identifiers, 

dots and mho values may be obliterated. The EM grade symbols, 

however, will always be discernible, and the obliterated 

information can be obtained from the anomaly listing 

appended to this report.

The purpose of indicating the anomaly amplitude 

by dots is to provide an estimate of the reliability of 

the conductivity-thickness calculation. Thus, a conductivity-

. . 5
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thickness value obtained from a large ppm anomaly (3 or

4 dots) will be accurate whereas one obtained from a 

small ppm anomaly (no dots) could be inaccurate.

The absence of amplitude dots indicates that 

the anomaly from the standard (maximum-coupled) coil is

5 ppm or less on both the inphase and quadrature channels. 

Such small anomalies could reflect a weak conductor at 

the surface, or a stronger conductor at depth. The mho 

value and depth estimate will illustrate which of these 

possibilities best fits the recorded data. The depth 

estimate, however, can be erroneous; The anomaly from 

a near-surface conductor, which exists only to one side 

of a flight line, will yield a large depth estimate 

because the computer assumes that the conductor occurs 

directly beneath the flight line.

Flight line deviations occasionally yield cases 

where two anomalies, having similar mho values but 

dramatically different depth estimates, occur plose 

together on the same conductor. Such examples confirm 

that the mho value measurement of conductance is quite 

reliable whereas the depth estimate can be unreliable. 

There are a number of factors which can produce an error 

in tha depth estimate, including the averaging of topo 

graphic variations by the altimeter, conductive overburden 

responses, and the location and attitude of the conductor 

relative to the flight line. Conductor location and

. . 6
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attitude can provide an erroneous depth estimate because 

the stronger part of the conductor may be deeper or to 

one side of the flight line, or because it has a shallow 

dip.

A further interpretation is presented on the EM 

map by means of the line-to-line correlation of anomalies. 

This provides conductor axes which may outline the 

geological structure over portions of the survey area.

The majority of massive sulphide ore deposits 

have strike lengths of a few hundred to a few thousand 

feet. Consequently, it is important to recognize short 

conductors which may exist in close proximity to long 

conductive bands. The high resolution of the DIGHEM 

system, and the line-to-line correlation given on the data 

maps, are especially important for a proper strike 

length evaluation.

DIGHEM maps are designed to provide a correct
i

impression of conductor quality by means of the conductance 

grade symbols. The symbols can stand alone with geology 

when planning a followup program. The actual mho values 

are plotted for those who wish quatitative data. The 

anomaly ppm and depth are indicated by inconspicuous dots 

which should not distract from the conductor patterns, 

while being helpful to those who wish this information. 

The map provides an interpretation of conductors in

. . 7
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terms of length, strike direction, conductance and depth. 

The accuracy is comparable to an interpretation from a 

ground EM survey having the same line spacing.

The attached data sheets provide a tabulation 

of all anomalies in ppm, mhos, and estimated depth. The 

anomalies are listed from top to bottom of the map for 

each line.

Magnetics

Magnetic correlation is indicated directly on 

the EM anomaly photomosaic. An EM anomaly with magnetic 

correlation has a greater likelihood of being produced by 

sulphides than one that is non-magnetic. However, sulphide 

ore bodies may be non-magnetic (e.g., Kidd Creek near 

Timmins, Ontario) as well as magnetic (e.g., Mattabi).

The presence of a magnetic coincidence with an 

EM anomaly can result because the conductor is magnetic 

or because a magnetic body occurs in juxtaposition with 

the conductor. The majority of magnetic conductors 

represent sulphides containing pyrrhotite or magnetite. 

However, graphite and magnetite in close association can 

provide coinciding EM-magnetic anomalies. The truly 

magnetic conductors yield an EM anomaly pattern which 

usually is similar to the filtered magnetic pattern. The 

filtering, described below, provides data maps which are 

therefore useful in the evaluation of EM anomalies.

. . 8
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The magnetometer data was digitally recorded 

in the aircraft to an accuracy of one gamma. The digital 

tape was processed by computer to yield a total field map 

contoured at 25 gamma intervals. The magnetic data also 

was bandpass filtered in accordance with the frequency 

spectrum of Figure 2, to provide a filtered magnetic map 

contoured at 10 gamma intervals. The digital filter 

produces a map which is somewhat similar to a first 

vertical derivative map. The filtered data enhances 

correlation with EM because it is free of regional gradients, 

It also simplifies the recognition of trends in the rock 

strata and the interpretation of geological structure.

COMMENTS

The DIGHEM map provides an interpretation of 

conductors, as to their length/ strike direction, depth, 

and conductance quality or conductivity-thickness product 

in mhos. There remains only to correlate these conductors 

with the known geology to provide the next step in the 

exploration program.

When studying the EM map for followup planning, 

consult the cinomaly listings appended to this report to 

ensure that none of the conductors are overlooked. 

Conversely, the original map may be printed with topo 

graphy burned out, leaving only the anomalies which then 

will bc clearly visible.

. . 9
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The survey area yielded two main types of 

responses on the DIGHEM system, (1) conductive overburden 

produced strong quadrature (out-of-phase) responses with 

negligible inphase, and (2) rocks containing magnetite 

yielded negative inphase responses with zero quadrature. 

The latter illustrates that penetration to bedrock was 

easily achieved.

There were no definite bedrock conductors.

Four conductive anomalies were obtained, as shown in 

Table II, all of which are of the first (or lowest) 

grade. They are likely to be surface effects, as 

indicated by the interpretation on the EM map.

TABLE II. Distribution of EM Anomalies

Anomaly
Grade

6
5
4
3
2
1

Total

.Number of
Anomalies

t

0
0
0
0
0
4

4

. . 10
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Respectfully submitted,

D. C. Fraser 
President

September 28, 1973 
Toronto, Ontario 
/ap

Three drawings accompany this report;

Electromagnetics 
Magnetics 
Filtered Magnetics



APPENDIX 

THE FLIGHT RECORD AND PATH RECOVERY

The flight record is a roll of chart paper which 

moves through the recorder console at a speed of 1.5 mm/sec. 

This provides a ground scale on the flight record in 

feet/mm which is approximately equal to the helicopter 

flight speed in mph. Thus, for example, the ground scale 

of the flight record is approximately 65 feet/mm when the 

helicopter flies at 65 mph.

The flight record consists of eight channels of 

information as follows, from top to bottom:

Time Scale 
Channel Constant units/mm Noise

1 whaletail null coil quadrature l sec. 5 ppm 5 ppm
2 fishtail null coil quadrature l sec 5 ppm 5 ppm
3 maximum-coupled coil inphase - l sec 5 ppm 5 ppm
4 maximum-coupled coil inphase 6 sec 2 ppm 2 ppm
5 maximum-coupled coil quadrature l sec 5 ppm 5 ppm
6 maximum-coupled coil quadrature 6 sec 2 ppm 2 ppm
7 radaraltitude l sec 10 feet
8 magnetometer: 10 gamma/step l sec 25 gamma

In addition, three fiducial markers are used between

the channels, as follows:



Fiducial . Occurrence

60-hz marker occurs only over power lines

camera fiducials occurs regularly at 3 mm
intervals on every line

navigator fiducials occurs discontinously on
every line

The 60-hz fiducial identifies anomalies generated 

by power lines, allowing them to be deleted from the EM 

map.

The navigator fiducial marks represent points on 

the ground which were recognized by the aircraft navigator. 

These are the initial base points for flight path recovery. 

The beginning of a flight line is flagged by a pair of 

navigator fiducials. These are followed by a series of 

unevenly- spaced fiducials moving right-wards along the 

record, which is in the direction of flight. The end of 

the line is flagged by a string of four navigator fiducial 

marks. *

The camera fiducial marks indicate each point 

where a photograph was taken. These photographs are used

to provide accurate photo-path recovery locations for
^ 

the navigator fiducials, which are then plotted on the

geophysical maps to provide the track of the aircraft.
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The navigator fiducial locations on both the 

flight records and flight path maps are examined by a 

computer for unusual helicopter speed changes. Such 

changes often denote an error in flight path recovery. 

The resulting flight path locations therefore reflect 

a more stringent checking than is provided by standard 

flight path recovery techniques.

/ap
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GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLCTECHNICAL D^ 4aA*8NE*e53 a.iase GUIBORD 900
nuv ^ i

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC,

PROJECTS

Type
Township or Area.
Claim holder (s) —

U ^ M S O
Qfc

Author of Report. 
Address—————

. C.
Q

Covering Dates of Survey. 

Total Miles of Line cut_:
(linecutting to office)

gPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
—Electromagnetic.
—Magnetometer.
—Radiometric.
—Other—
Geological.
Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne lurveyi)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic.

DATE:.

(enter days per claim)

SIGNATU
Author,/

PROJECTS SECTION 
Res. Geol. .——-——. Qualifications.
Previous Surveys

Checked by. .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved by- .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved by. -date.

*v\ tfv\^fc~

D)Gfh*H ^
jt^t~ *-
^

DAYS 
per claim

er

f to airborne lurveyi)

liomctric ———

t&^M
^Re^orTo* Agent

fc3.aa™,VS

o.

'•...-~

?fi

*U

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED
' ' " ;; List numerically ' "•-'• : ;

I 'i.^/A^S-^ 5 vi** iyjr/^V'S
Ipreflx) (number)..L^^/ali,..,,.,,,,..,,,,,

. ,, . , ' :, -. . :f : : - . ; ' /-:;- ' :

H*f(aq ;; ,
L ^4-1? ) ^-' *TA' ^Jv J ^ * 'iA-''" v*;t*i *; ' ' ' ; ' ... - ....

;if 'iJijr -jfjL** "' \/ tfQ * '-
"u/ ^ tStj^^t^ i^tiii iSTinn 'tuiMMtV, 1 it't

-.^fe'-- Y ^--i- J^aScL

:. -:'-, i ,;^.L'---: . . .; |; .. : ; ; ;;t ,: ^f - -- - , '
TOT" A f fi AIMS '" ;"" :^^ ' " " : ;

i**
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Show instrument technical data in each ipace for 
type of survey submitted or indicate "not applicable"

GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS

Number of Stations——

Station interval————
s Line spacing—————

l
Profile scale or Contour intervals. 

MAGNETIC

Instrument.

f -J
Err; 9

Accuracy - Scale constant— 
Diurnal correction method. 

Base station location___

(specify for each type of lurvey)

ELECTROMAGNETIC

Instrument.
;; p Coil configuration.

; Coil separation —— 

•:.f I; Accuracy————
l Method:

lif:;; Frequency.———.
Q Fixed transmitter D Shoot back C3 In line

(specify V.L.F. ttetion)
Parameters measured.

i: T GRAVITY4
3 Instrument—.———

Ir: J- Scale constant.
E l Corrections made.

I Base station value and location.

Parallel line

i'.s-t f j " -Of- j' f . i/: t : t-, i f

g Elevation accuracy—^———————^———————
f INDUCED POLARIZATION - RESISTIVITY

J Instrument———.—.^.^.^-—..——.—^—..——
l Time domain. 
l Frequency—

Frequency domain.
. Range—————™-

Power.
l Electrode array,—
f ^Electrode spacing.

rf Type of electrode,
X



SELF POTENTIAL 

:!,, Instrument———— Range.
Survey Method.

Corrections made.

RADIOMETRIC 

Instrum ent ———
Values measured.
Energy windows (levels). 
Height of instrument—. 
Size of detector————
Overburden ——————

.Background Count,

(type, depth — Include outcrop map)

OTHERS {SEISMIC, DRILL WELL LOGGING ETC.)
Type of survey———————————————————————————————— 
Instrument ————————————————————————————————

l ;:,. - Accuracy—————————————————————————————————
Ir Parameters measured.

Additional information (for understanding results).

AIRBORNE SURVEYS

|l: Type of survey(s) 
Instrument(s)

Accuracy_____Q.
(specify for each type of survey

YVAr

Aircraft used.
(specify for each type Of survey) 

kfV(^UjiA- rA t U*y T*1A ~ l O ft

S||, Sensor altitude———— 
J! Navigation and flight path recovery method. . "f

Aircraft altitude. .Line 'f T/yft
Miles flown over total area.



GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY - PROCEDURE RECORD

Numbers of claims from which samples taken.

Total Number of Samples. 
Type of Sample.

(Nature of Material)

Average Sample Weight——————— 
Method of Collection————————

Soil Horizon Sampled. 
Horizon Development. 
Sample Depth————— 
Terrain———————

Drainage Development——————————— 
Estimated Range of Overburden Thickness.

ANALYTICAL METHODS

Values expressed in: per cent
p. p, m. 
p. p. b.

Do a
Cu, Pb, Zn, Ni, Co, Ag, Mb, As,-(circle) 

Others________________tai,.,.,.,,-,,.,.,.. .,,..
Field Analysis (.

Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method. 
Reagents Used——

Field Laboratory Analysis

SAMPLE PREPARATION
(Includes drying, screening, crushing, ashing)

Mesh size bf fraction used for analysis ————

Extraction Method, 
Analytical Method . 
Reagents Used_*~,

Commercial Laboratory (. 
Name of Laboratory^^. 
Extraction Method—^. 
Analytical Method—— 
Reagents Used /.-i' "W;'

•tests)

.tests)

GeneraL General.
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THE MINING ACT REPORT OF WORK

A   porate form l* 
required (or each 

type of work lo b* 
recorded.

name of Recorded Holder

To the Recorder of. ........................CUe^

i. ...............................^.skuji...^
rded Holder . . Miner's Licence,--.

.Al.^tf4UVK^
1 Post Office7 Address , , 

do hereby report the performance of ................a.Q................. doys of Ulfte4J.US...fcAss
type of work 

not before reported to be applied on the following contiguous claims

Claim No. Days

4-0
Claim No. Days Claim No. Days

All the work was performed on Mining Claim (s) .
(In the cose of geological and/or geophysical survey (s) where more than 18 claims ore involved attach a schedule)

READ CAREFULLY: THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS REQUIRED BY THE MINING RECORDER.

For Monuol Work, Stripping or Opening up of Mines, Sinking Shoftt or Other Actual Mining Operations - Names and

addresses of the men who performed the work and the dotes and hour* of their employment.

For Diamond and other Core Drilling - Footage, No. and angle of holes and diameter of core. Nome and address of

owner or operator of drill. Dates when drilling was done. Signed core log and sketch in duplicate. 

For Compressed Air or Other Power Driven or Mechanical Equipment

Type of drill or equipment. Names and addresses of men engaged in operating equipment and the dates and hours of

their employment.
For Power Stripping - Type of equipment. Name and address of owner or operator. Amount expended. Dates on which

work was done. Proof of actual cost must be submitted within 30 doys of recording. .

With each of the above types of work sketches are required to show the location and extent of the work in relation 

to the nearest claim post. In the case of diamond or other core drilling the (ketch mult be submitted in duplicate. 

For Geophysical, Geological, Geochemicol Surveys and Expenditure Credits - the name of author of report. Covering 

dotes of survey (finecuTting j. office). Type of instrument used. Total amount of expenditure. Technical reports, 

mops, expenditure breakdown, receipts must be filed in duplicate with the Minister within 60 days of recording. 

For Land Survey - the name and address of Ontario Land surveyor.

The Required Information is os Follows: (Attach a list if this space it insufficient)

t**?*, b^cAEM airborne

Dote .../.Vr?...^.a

The Mining Act 
Certificate Verifying Report of Work

(Post Office Address)

hereby certify:

\. T hat l have a personal and intimate knowledge of the facts set forth in the report of work annexed here 

to, having performed the work or witnessed same during and/or after its completion.

2. That the annexed report is true.

.*....(ftS/./..^^



ONTARIO

THE MINING ACT REPORT OF WORK

To the Recorder of.

A seperete form Is 
required fer *ectt 
type of work to k* 
recorded.

l.

.....................Mining Division

C 3L7XIO
name of Recorded Holder Minor's Licencename ot Kecoroea noiaer, yj Miner * Licenc

.:.....................ilL..A.l^H^^
u y A Po*t Office Address . , 

do hereby report the performance of .............Ck.W;................... days of ..Q.J.t'..T?ftX./^.^....

not before reported to be applied on the following contiguous claims 

Claim No. Day* Claim No. Day*

4^0 "^v^T?^ ^t-c'/^- Mk-

40

type of work" 

Claim No. Day*

t

AH th* work wo* performed on Mining Claim (s) ....^fj.&i 1 . ........r..l..... fc

(In th* cote of geological and/or geophysical survey (t) wh*r* mor* than 18 claim* or* involved attach a sch*dul*)

READ CAREFULLY: THE FOLLOWING IKFORMATION IS REQUIRED BY THE MINING RECORDER.

Fer Monuol Work, Stripping or Opening up of Mine*, Sinking Shaft* or Oth*r Actual Mining Op* rot i on s - Names and

addresses of th* men who performed the work and th* dote* and hours of their employment.

For Diamond and other Cor* Drilling - Footage, No. and ongl* of holes and diameter of cor*. Norn* and address of

owner or operator of drill. Dates when drilling was don*. Signed cor* log and sketch in duplicate.
For Compressed Air or Other Power Driven or Mechanical Equipment

Type of drill or equipment. Names and addresses of men engaged in operating equipment and th* dot** and hours of

their employment.
For Power Stripping. - Type of equipment. Nome and address of owner or operator. Amount expended. Dates on which

work was done. Proof of actual cost must be submitted within 30 days of recording.
With each of the above types of work sketches or* r*quir*d to show the location and extent of th* work in relation

to th* nearest claim post. In the cose of diamond or other core drilling the sketch must be submitted in duplicate.

For Geophysical, Geological, Geochemicol Surveys ond Expenditure Credits - the name of author of report. Covering

dotes of survey (linecutting 8. office). Type of instrument used. Total amount of expenditure. Technical reports,

maps, expenditure breakdown, receipts must be filed in duplicate with th* Minister within 60 days of recording.

For Land Survey - th* name ond address of Ontario Land surveyor.

JheJRoq^uired Information is o* Follow*: (Attach a list if this spac* is insufficient)

fc. C.

9 7

Date

The Mining Act 
Certificate Verifying Report of Work

(Post Office Addres*) 

hereby certify:

1. That l hove o personal ond intimate knowledge of the facts set forth in the report of work annexed here 

to, having performed the work or witnessed same during and/or after its completion.

2. That the annexed report is true.

-.-V /J./ "i
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lakes and rivers.
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Scale : 3 miles to 1 inch
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DIGHEM maps are designed to pro/ide a correct impression of 
conductor quality by means of the conductance grade symbols,The 
symbols can stand alone with geolcqy when planning a followup 
program The actual mho values ere plotted for those who wish
quantitative data. The anomaly pp/n and depth are 
inconspicuous
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DIGHEM anomalies are divided into six grades of conductivity - 
thickness product Thts product m mhos is the reciprocal of 
resistance in ohms. The mho is a measure of conductance, and 
is a geologic parameter. Most swumps yield Grode l nnomalies 
but highly conducting clays can give Grade 2 a nomalies. T he 
3-dimensional anomaly shapes often allow surface conductors to 
be recognized, and these are indicated by the letter S on this map. 
The remaining Grade l and 2 a nomalies could be weak bedrock 
conductors. The higher grades indicate increasingly higher 
conductances. Examples;The ore bodies ot the Magusi River camp 
yield Grade 4 anomalies, while Mattabi and Whisileaive Grade S.
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